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Building community and identity by encouraging members to 

share ideas and experiences, and offering support to one another 

in pursuit of present and future educational goals. 

 

   

by MoM Editor Jessica Kramer  

 

Welcome to this year's first issue of Mind               

over Matters! Did you attend our last club               

meeting? On 2/18/20, we had special guest,             

Emery Mikel, an Art Therapist, join us for an                 

overview of what Art Therapy is all about. She also                   

walked us through our own sample Art Therapy               

session. Students were given pairs of various             

words and had to create images/drawings of each               

pairing. Then we had to choose one pairing of                 

words and combined it to make a work of art.  

 

If you want to         

learn more about her       

business, please visit her       

website. To learn more       

about the various art       

therapy credentials,   

education, resources, and more, please visit this             

link. PSU World Campus offers a course called               

“Intro to Art Therapy”, which is offered in the fall,                   

summer, and spring semesters. I highly           

recommend taking it if you have a love for art and                     

are interested in learning about the different             

expressive therapies.   

 

In this issue of Mind over Matters, you will                 

find new contributors with pieces involving social             

anxiety, the concept of love and loss, the               

bystander effect, a synopsis of the film Anger               

Management, and more.  

 
 
 
 

 

https://www.creativelyhealing.com/
https://arttherapy.org/


 

 

 

February 24, 2020 @ 10:30 AM - 1:45 PM  EST 
Evidence-Based Psychodynamic 
Psychotherapy (3 CEs) 
Presenter: Marc Diener, Ph.D.   

This live webinar will go over the psychodynamic 
intervention of interpretation, four different 
psychodynamic techniques, the outcomes of the 
effectiveness of psychodynamic therapy, and the 
concept of countertransference. Price: $59.00 

To register, please click this link. 
 

 

 

 

February 27, 2020 @ 11AM- 11:30AM EST 
Q&A with Neuropsychologist/ Pilot Carlos 
Porges 
Presenter: Carlos Porges, Psy.D, ABPP. 
 
The American Psychological Association (APA) 
presents a Q&A webinar with Carlos Porges. 
Carlos is the only clinical/ aviation 
neuropsychologist and a commercial airline pilot 
in the world! This webinar is free, however if you 
cannot attend the APA recommends that you still 
register because the recording will be sent to your 
e-mail two weeks after the webinar iscompleted. 
If you have an interest in aviation psychology or 

would like 
to know 
more 
information 
about Dr. 
Porges’ 
psychology training, please register with this 
link.  
Price: Free 
 

Narcissism: From Healthy to Pathological 
(3 optional CEs) 
Presenter: Lisa Firestone, Ph.D. 
 
This 90 minute webinar will discuss the 
characteristics of Narcissistic Personality 
Disorder, the differences between narcissism and 
healthy self-esteem, pathological narcissism, as 
well as coping strategies presented by Lisa 
Firestone.  
Price: $15    To purchase, please click this link. 
 
How to Outsmart Panic Attacks (1.5 optional 
CEs) 
Presenter: Daniel Zamir, Psy.D. 
 
In 90 minutes, Dr. Zamir will 
go over techniques for you 
and your clients  on how to 
outsmart panic/ anxiety 
symptoms, new findings on 
panic treatment/ symptoms, 
and the underpinnings of 
panic responses. The Webinar 
will be e-mailed to you after it is purchased 
through this link.  Price: $15  
  

 

 

 

https://www.tzkseminars.com/Custom/TZKSeminars/Pages/WebinarDetails.aspx?id=5501&Evidence-Based-Psychodynamic-Psychotherapy--3-CEs-
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/9045328523352994305
https://www.psychalive.org/pl_resources/dec-2-narcissism-healthy-pathological/
https://www.psychalive.org/pl_resources/june-4-outsmart-panic-attacks/


 

 
Trapped in the Thought of Free  

by Omar Hamed 
 

Something that I feel immensely on a daily        

basis is the illusion of me feeling “free.” It comes          

to me in major wavelengths throughout the day        

that I normally try to accept as a potentially sweet          

reality without the bitter side effects. However,       

life does not concur with me on this one. 

I live with social anxiety, so you can        

imagine how conflicting it feels when I cross paths         

with the idea that I am “free.” Now, I wish I could            

say that I do feel free, but that comforting step in           

recovery from social anxiety is not something I        

have even come close to reaching yet. For me, my          

days do not really consist of me going outdoors.         

The outdoors terrifies me and I normally find        

myself retreating to the depths of my covers        

whenever I think about going out for any occasion.  

Right now, I am in the stage of recovery         

where I have found that I can accept and channel          

the different glimmers of confidence that come       

into my life several times during my day. These         

glimmers can range from me finally urging myself        

to go outdoors, loving how I look a certain day,          

and being proud of how far I have come.         

However, sometimes I get overtaken by this       

confidence and I end up trying to grasp at ideas          

that I am not even close to achieving. It is          

extremely important for me to look into the future         

and have goals to reach a place I can only dream           

about for several aspects of my life, but it becomes          

unhealthy when I try to live in the idea of          

something that I have not properly healed for yet. 

So, I stated all the positive attributes that I         

acquire from glimmers of confidence in my daily        

life, but what about the negative attributes? The        

negative attribute I want to focus on is living in a           

false reality. Sometimes my confidence gets out of        

control and I start thinking about end goals to         

certain aspects of my life. Some of these end goals          

could be loving myself, loving my body, being        

social, etc. What is so unhealthy about me        

thinking about these end goals is how I process         

them. I try to become that end goal out of nowhere           

which always fails. At first, I think “Oh I knew          

that was never going to work” and “I am so dumb           

for even thinking I am ready for this.” After these          

terribly dysfunctional and unnecessary thoughts, I      

encounter a big crash in my mental health. My         

headspace turns extremely negative and I start       

spiraling downwards.  

One specific thing that I always seem to        

have trouble with accepting is that I am not         

currently free! I still have so much to do when it           

comes to working on myself, and more       

importantly so much healing to accomplish.      

Trying to take shortcuts and skipping through       

crucial steps in my recovery is what leads me to          

 



 

these negative down spirals in my mental health        

every time. I think that intoxicating feeling of        

confidence sort of takes advantage of me because I         

normally have pretty low self-esteem, so when I        

do experience these high levels of confidence I        

jump at absorbing every last drop of them. Instead         

of living in the moment, I begin to live in the           

future. 

Feeling trapped in the thought of free is        

something that I feel relates to every single one of          

the aspects of life I struggle with. I feel like my           

self-hatred, body image issues, and social anxiety       

do nothing but imprison me. They keep me        

trapped in my mind and unable to fully and         

healthily let out my discomfort. They push me        

towards negative coping mechanisms that do      

nothing, but push me closer to rock bottom.  

How do I deal with the frustrating feeling        

of thinking that I am free when I still have not           

reached that point? Right now, I cannot give the         

most concrete answer as I am still figuring this         

tricky question out myself. The answer that       

immediately comes to my mind currently is letting        

myself feel. I tend to keep all my thoughts and          

feelings inside, as I am normally really scared of         

my emotions getting out of control, but what I do          

not realize is how freeing it feels when I let myself           

feel what I go through on the inside! I am not           

ready to feel free because I am not letting myself          

feel free. In fact, I am further aiding my         

dysfunctional thoughts in imprisoning myself even      

more! The second answer that comes to mind is         

validating every single feeling I go through. I am         

human. I am not perfect, nor will I ever be. So, I            

am just as prone as anyone else to feel very angry,           

very sad, but also very happy at different points         

during the day. These intense emotions I go        

through make me feel very confused because they        

are very different from one another. This causes        

me to not want to express them because I just want           

to feel the “good” emotions, but in truth, there is          

no good or bad emotion. Every emotion is just as          

valid as the next. Letting myself feel every single         

emotion without the need or thought of       

suppressing them is very important for me to        

accomplish if I ever want to feel free. I need to           

feel okay being myself! 

Overall, I was going to just explain the        

struggles of feeling trapped in the thought of free,         

but I decided to add a silver lining to it because           

that is how I want to approach my life and          

situations nowadays. Everyone struggles with     

accepting themselves and their current situations,      

but it is not impossible to get to the point where           

you feel free and accepting of every aspect of your          

life. It takes time and healing, but the end product          

is so worth the wait. I have not even achieved the           

end product and I can attest to this! Whoever is          

also going through this struggle, we will get        

through this. It may take many more years but our          

hard work will pay off! We are literally working         

towards this end goal by just making it to the next           

day. Everyone’s path is different. What makes       

them all alike is that they are all valid! 

 



 

 
 

Social Media and the Bystander Effect  
By Kritika Storer 

 
Today, it should be easier than ever to call 911 in an emergency situation because practically                

everyone has a cellphone. However, instead of pulling out a cellphone to call 911, bystanders increasingly                

use it to record the situation on the sideline without helping. Nir and Dollinger (2019) report that during a                   

wild after-school brawl erupted outside a Long Island strip mall, people didn’t step in to help, worse, they                  

stood there and recorded the fight and a teen, who was stabbed in the chest, suffering. Levine (2018), who                   

stopped to help a woman who was bleeding on her head and neck at a subway platform in New York City,                     

states that people took their phone out, not to call 911, but to record the scene. These are just two examples                     

but there are many more situations just like these in the news. It seems that the bystander effect has reached                    

its worst time yet.  

Latane and Nida (1981) explain that diffusion of responsibility, which refers to the knowledge that               

others are present and available to help, allows the shifting of responsibility for helping the victims.                

However, the bystander effect in the age of social media not only diffuses responsibility, but allows                

bystanders to take it to the next level by actively watching victims suffer, so they can record the situation to                    

post on their social media later. Surprisingly, there’s not much research out there yet regarding social media                 

and the bystander effect. However, Dr. Dara Greenwood, a psychology professor with Vassar College, who               

was cited in Pittaro’s (2019) article, explains that the attention that bystanders, especially young adults,               

received from capturing and posting such videos, which then leads to the feeling of ‘optimal distinctiveness,’                

is the motivation. If Kitty Genovese’s murder happened today, it would be all over social media. While                 

social media is not all bad as it has helped solve crimes in the past, researchers and policymakers should pay                    

close attention to the effect of social media and the bystander effects as it is getting worse. Today, more so                    

than ever, bystanders lack empathy and are largely desensitized to violence and crime scenes (Pittaro, 2019).                

Furthermore, teachers and parents need to teach their students and kids what it means to be an active                  

bystander. Importantly, teach them that it’s not ok to watch and record someone’s suffering, especially for                

“likes” on social media! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beauty Within the Pain  
By Peyton Phillips 

 

Bright, beautiful, like the human mind, 

Without need of words, but therapeutic in its sight. 

A mind focusing on the beauty within the pain, 

A flower shining bright, in the midst that everything will be okay. 

 

*Not everything has to be perfect to be beautiful, but everything in its 
own time, is beautiful. A beautiful mind, a willing heart, can create a 

brand-new start. 

 

 

 

 
 

The Ugly Sweater 
By Elizabeth Swed 

 
 
I caught the email title as I was opening my Penn State inbox:  “Ugly Sweater Contest!!!!,” the headline 
screamed.  It was an innocent competition devised to produce a few comradery laughs, but for me the term 
triggered a long-ago, uncomfortable memory.  
 
When I was younger, being the creative type that I am, I wore a sweater I loved and thought was unique to a 
social event.  I had purchased it years before the event and considered the design to be timeless.  The sweater 
was of a rough silk knit. Its body is the color of ivory, with voluminous sleeves cinched in at the wrists. The 
sleeves carried the personality of the entire knit:  They were made of the same material as the body - a rough 
silk knit, but were narrowly pleated horizontally from shoulder to wrist, circularly around each arm.  Each 
pleat was a different color of the earthy pastel spectrum. From what I recall, it was mauve next to mint, mint 
next to grey, grey next to peach, peach next to lemon yellow, yellow next to ivory.  Upon the pleats, the 

 



 

sweater maker had sewn very large, transparent, iridescent sequins to dot the entire length of sleeves all over, 
in many different places.  The overall impression was a gentle yet bold, soft yet loud, pretty, effort-laden 
motif.  A very fine, sweet garment that spoke of my femininity.  Before slipping into it, I had laid it down on 
my bed and admired it.  I was honored to put it on.  
 
A few days later I received a telephone call from a friend who was at the event.  
 
“I don't want to have to tell you this,” she warned, “but someone asked me in confidence if you were from 
another city.” (The implication being that anyone outside of our supposedly trendy city was a 
fashion-challenged sort that required serious help.)  
 
My ears perked up.  Being from somewhere else was a romantic notion and should therefore be a 
sophisticated attribute.  She pressed on:  
 
“I think he thought that because of what you were wearing.  That sweater, well, it’s so old-fashioned, from 
yesteryear.“ 
 
I sat back for a moment and considered what I was listening to about my beloved sweater. 
 
“Really, it’s not cool to wear things that are not in style.  If the other boys see that, you will never get any 
dates!” 
 
I pondered the possibility of ending up alone in life because of a sweater.  Obviously, an artistically 
challenged female friend who had no patience for diversity along with an obviously high-self monitoring 
mysterious helper male, who was hyper concerned with female fashion fads were interfering with my apparel 
enjoyment. Why should I let their evaluations bother me, I thought?  But they did.  During my next wardrobe 
purge, I gave the sweater away.  
 
To this day, I wonder where my dear sweater is, who is wearing it, and with what. To one who takes her 
wardrobe seriously, a favorite garment can be a kind of, well pet.  Fashion, as I have come to believe in my 
maturity, is not singularly about what is currently appearing on our runways.  It is a compendium of 
expression worn by all people, and the efforts they took in getting dressed up in total, from the past right up 
to the present.  It ties us all together, yet defines us each individually.  Fashion is supposed to be fun, not a 
tyrannical system of fabric weaponry.  
 
I often wish I had that unique sweater today, would wear it proudly in defiance of superficial verbal assault. 
Looking back, I learned a powerful lesson.  Keep something you treasure, no matter what others think about 
it.  You might just end up having a long and meaningful relationship with an “ugly” sweater.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 

They Live  
By Abhijit Victor Gaba  

 
In some corner of the universe, 

There is probably a planet 

With purple winds and pinkish seas, 

Where turtles encased in titanium 

Live well over one millennium 

Or perhaps, just a couple centuries 

They live, till they are satisfied of living 

They live, till they have seen, all there is to see 

They live through all colours of life 

They live, till they are old and wise beings. 

But, 

When a turtle is tired and has no more desires, 

When it has seen, all there is to see. 

When it is ready to step,  

Back, into the depths 

Of oblivion,  

Whence it first came to be 

The turtle then sheds its titanium shell 

And politely, 

Asks for a leave. 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
  My Story of Loss and Love 

 By Charity Keith 
 

 Hello, my name is Abigail Corrigan as I pen this on the first day of 2020. I am an old lady of 96-years-old 

but I remain young at heart. I have a story to tell you. It may be a short story but it is one that MUST be told. 

It is a story of LOVE and also is a story of loss. So pour yourself a cup of warm coffee or tea, cozy up with a 

blanket, and listen to the story I am about to tell.  

     I grew up in a Pennsylvania Dutch community. We were expected to court and marry inside the 

community. When I was in eighth grade (I was 13 years old),  I met an English boy who I wanted to court 

but I knew that this would be strictly forbidden. So we did it in secret and I ended up falling in love with 

him!  

    When I brought it to my parents that I was in love with an English man and that I wanted to Marry him, 

they said if I did I would have to leave the community FOREVER. And I also would forever be shunned 

from the family.  

     I told this to Jimmy and he said if they shun you from your family Abbie, we will marry and make our 

own family, only if I can have your hand in marriage. Then he got down on one knee and produced a small 

box containing a small diamond ring out of his drawer. I said of course I will marry you Jimmy. I love you so 

much! Six month later, we wed in his church. 

     It had been 82 years since I married my Jimmy at 14-years-old and even though we had a very long and 

happy marriage, I still missed my family. I mourned the loss of the family that raised me for 13 years. Still I 

had a happy life. We had 3 girls and 3 boys. I have a total of 12 grandchildren, 8 great grandchildren, and 2 

great-great grandchildren. God blessed me with a big family. 

 



 

    I hope you enjoyed my story of love found and family loss. And that it has taught you to treasure the ones 

that are close to you while you have them!  

    Sincerely yours,  

      Abbie Corrigan  

 

 

 

Anger Management (2003): 
An Analysis  

By Geraldine Luciano 
 

In film, the field of Psychology has a great         

tendency to be misrepresented. You get movies in        

which the psychiatrist is wilder and more unhinged        

than his patients or movies where the psychiatrist        

has a magic cure for his patient’s mental illnesses.         

In real life this is not the case. This is an analysis of a popular comedic film named Anger                   

Management. The movie follows a thirty-five-year-old secretary by the name of Dave. Dave has              

great issues with asserting himself. This is shown in his relationships with those around him such as                 

his intolerable boss, Mr. Head who takes credit for Dave's Work. His life begins to change when he                  

meets a man on the plane and goes through an unfortunate yet comical incident that takes him to                  

court. The judge sentences Dave to anger management therapy sessions with Dr. Buddy Rydell, who               

is the man who sat next to him on the plane. Dave meets a group of individuals at his first session                     

who all have problems with anger. When Dr. Buddy Rydell asks Dave to tell him who he is rather                   

than what he does, Dave gets irritated and snaps. He has a hard time with one of the patients named                    

 



 

Chuck, who is later assigned as his anger assistant for a brief period of time. He later has an                   

altercation at a bar with a blind man and a waitress. This incident caused his session to be increased                   

to thirty days. Dr. Buddy Rydell decides to move into Dave's apartment to observe his behavior at all                  

times. To make matters even more awkward Buddy even follows Dave to his work. Since the movie                 

is a comedy the educational experiences and credentials of Buddy are not really said or depicted other                 

than a book. Rather comedy is used to poke fun at and exaggerate the field of psychology and those                   

in the field. Science is not portrayed in the movie. There is no scientific research or data. The movie                   

involves a psychological disorder that is called Intermittent explosive disorder (IED). “Up to sixteen              

million Americans are thought to have IED, more than the total number for bipolar disorder and                

schizophrenia combined” (Brazier, 2016). “Intermittent explosive disorder is defined as recurrent,           

impulsive, problematic outbursts of verbal or physical aggression that are that are disproportionate to              

the situations that trigger them” (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder, 5th ed). The               

movie misrepresents the disorder by failing to address proper treatment. In the film, David is               

subjected to a short time of therapy for his disorder. “A 2008 study found that twelve weeks of                  

individual or group cognitive behavioral therapy reduced IED symptoms including aggression, anger            

control, and hostility. This was true both during treatment and after three months”(Mccloskey,             

Noblett, Deffenbacher, Gollan, & Coccaro, 2008). The movie didn't show hours or weeks of therapy               

sessions and progress in a gradual way. Instead, the movie briefly showed group therapy and then                

jumped to the events that seemingly cured the patient of his disorder. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Thank you to all of our contributing writers! See you in March for our next issue! 
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